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SECTION - A: INTRODUCTION

Member (Staff) as chairman of the meeting addressed the gathering as under:

Shri Guman Singh, President/ NFIR, Shri M. Raghavaiah, General Secretary/ NFIR,
other representatives of NFIR and officials of Railway Board, I extend a hearty welcome to
all of you.

2. The biggest strength of IR is our competent human resource capital.  It is heartening
to note that our industrial relations have been exemplary and we need to nurture it together.
We are sensitive towards the issues of our staff and would like to come to some amicable
solution on all outstanding issues.

3. Recently I had the opportunity to meet some of you in the DC/JCM meeting held in
October, 2017.  There I had apprised about the recent developments in the Indian Railways
and policies & decisions taken in regard to the welfare of the Railway personnel, so I will
now briefly touch upon some of the important aspects to save your valuable time.

4. On the performance of Indian Railways, during the period April, 2017 to October,
2017, we have carried freight traffic of 652.37 million tonnes as compared to 623.21 million
tonnes in the corresponding period of last financial year which is about 29 million tonnes
higher as compared to last year.  Further, during the same period, Railways have witnessed
an upward trend in number of passengers.  During the period April, 2017 to October, 2017
the number  of passengers booked stood at 4864.32 millions  as compared to 4797.28
millions in the corresponding period of last financial year which is about 67 millions higher.

5. As far as total approximate earnings of Indian Railways are concerned, during 2017-
18 (upto October, 2017), our earnings stood at Rs.95,106.86 crore showing an increase of
Rs.5070.50 crore (i.e. 5.63%) in comparison to corresponding period of last year.  However,
these earnings are lower than the budgeted target by approximately 9.34%.  As far as our
ordinary working expenses are concerned, during 2017-18 (upto October, 2017), it is
Rs.82855.18 crore (4.62% more) against Rs.79192.74 crore during the corresponding period
of previous year.

6.   On the safety front, the number of consequential train accidents have shown declining
trend as these have decreased from 77 to 43 in the current year 2017-18 (upto 31st October,
2017) in comparison to the corresponding period of the previous year i.e. 2016-17.
Concerted efforts by all the departments need to be made to minimize the human failure and
for improving the work culture and training among all railway staff.  Innovative approach to
minimize human dependence and human failure needs to be further explored.

7. On the medical service front, I would like to state that Indian Railway Medical
Service is providing comprehensive medical care to about 20 Lakhs serving and retired
railway employees.  Total number of beneficiaries is above 50 Lakhs.  During the year 2016-
2017, our medical services treated 27,00,000 patients in the OPD and 4,69,000 were provide
indoor treatment.  About 6,000 special operation and 37,000 major operations were
conducted in Railway Hospitals during the year.

In the recent past, the following important developments have taken place which will
further contribute in improvement in the medical care facilities to the beneficiaries:-
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 Rules relating to sanction of medical advance/reimbursement, empanelment of private
hospitals, diagnostic centers and engagement of Contract Medical Practitioners and
Honorary specialist have been modified.  Various authorities of the zones have been
given full powers for such approval.  As a result, the time taken in seeking approval
of Railway Board would get reduced.

 Facilities for Laparoscopic surgery, knee replacement surgery are being provided in
house.  Many railway hospitals have been recognized by National Board of
Examination for conducting Post Graduation to DNB trainees.  On one hand, doctors
learn the skill of medical profession and on the other hand they contribute valuable
services in improving medical care to our beneficiaries.

 In Northern Railway, new Operation Theatre Complex, digital X-Ray facilities have
been commissioned which will provide better care to the beneficiaries.

 East Central Railway has started in house Dialysis facilities which provide better care
to the Beneficiaries.

 For making systematic improvement in railway hospitals working, a training
programme for NABH accreditation has been started at National Academy of Indian
Railway.

 50 bedded Sub Divisional Hospital at Tirupati in South Central Railway inaugurated
on 14.07.2017.

8. In sports field, Railway Sports Promotion Board has successfully organized the
prestigious 2nd Elite Senior National Boxing Men Championship 2017-18 at
Vishakhapatnam, Andhra Pradesh from 24th to 30th October, 2017 and Indian Railways team
has won this Championship.

9. I feel happy to state that a total number of 3,64,047 Non-Gazetted Staff have been
imparted training in the year 2016-17 at the time of initial appointment, on promotion, in
Refresher Courses and under Specialized Training.

10. I would like to share with you some of the recent decisions/instructions issued for the
Railway employees and some developments/ initiatives that have taken place over the
railway system:

 Consequent to Government’s acceptance of recommendations of Committee on 7th

CPC recommendations on Allowances on 06.07.2017, orders on a total of 35
allowances pertaining to the Ministry of Railways have been issued.  This includes
orders on new allowances viz. Risk and Hardship Allowance for Track Maintainers
and Special Train Controllers’ Allowance to Train Controllers which were
recommended for the first time.

 Further, few issues which were pending with Ministry of Finance have also been
finalized.  This includes grant of Level-1 corresponds to erstwhile GP Rs.1800 of 6th

CPC to employees in -1S scale of Rs.4440-7440 in GP Rs.1300 (pre-revised).
 Further, revised methodology for fixing the pay of Running Staff category in cases

where pay fixed is coming out to be less than 14.29% have also been issued.
 Consequent upon recommendation of 7th CPC, Orders regarding revision of the rates

of several allowances viz. Breakdown Allowance (BDA), National Holiday
allowance, PCO allowance etc. have been issued.

 During the year 2017 instructions relating to (a) Revised Rates of Stipend, (b)
Transport Allowance at double the normal rates to deaf & dumb railway employees at
revised rate(s) (c) Fixed Medical Allowance (FMA) (d) Transport Allowances
(TPTA) and (e) Non-Practicing Allowance (NPA) have been issued.
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 Guidelines on leave and voluntary retirement of Railway servants in light of the
provisions of the Section 47 of Persons with Disabilities (Equal Opportunities,
Protection of Rights and Full Participation) Act, 1995 have been issued.

11. I wish all the best and hope this august body will deliberate in this meeting on
important aspects which focus on employees’ welfare as well as which are in the interest of
the organization.

Shri Guman Singh, President, NFIR

On behalf of NFIR, Shri Guman Singh, President welcomed the Member Staff Shri
D.K. Gayen for presiding over the PNM meeting first time. He assured cooperation of NFIR
for ensuring efficient functioning of the Indian Railways system.

He began with the remarks that this meeting is being held after a period of 11
months though the agenda for holding the meeting was sent to the Railway Board by the
Federation on 20th February 2017. On this occasion, the NFIR President reminded the legacy
of PNM fora, which was introduced by the Railway Ministry after consultations with our
veteran leaders realizing the fact that the Indian Railways is a labour intensive organization,
having large number of categories of employees engaged in variety of technical/non-
technical jobs with difficult working conditions including precarious nature that inherently
generate constant arising of Industrial Disputes. He said that therefore, necessity of
machinery of permanent nature was felt so that the Industrial Disputes are dealt promptly and
settled by finding solutions quickly through negotiations. He further said that the
responsibility of efficient functioning of the PNM fora was therefore given to the head of the
Office of the Railway Board viz., CRB, GMs of Zonal Railways and DRMs of Divisions. As
per the earlier practice, the Chairman, Railway Board who also held portfolio of Member
Staff, used to preside over the PNM meetings which were held regularly after an interval of
four months, besides equal number of meetings of DC/JCM, duly maintaining the periodicity
of the meetings. Subsequently, the number of PNM meetings were reduced to two in a year
i.e. at interval of six months apart from two DC/JCM meetings. He felt disappointed that
inspite of reducing the number of meetings, the Railway Board has conveniently diluted the
importance and sensitivity of these meetings which has resulted into wrong messages to the
Zonal Railways and the Divisions. He reminded that it should not be forgotten that the PNM
meetings have contributed a lot in maintaining industrial peace on the Indian Railways, he
therefore emphasized the need for conducting timely meetings for the good of the Railways.

The President further said that the problems which are agitating the minds of Railway
employees are raised by the Federation at the outset of the meeting with the hope that the
Railway Board would take quick action and deal with these issues seriously. He said that
unfortunately at present, hardly any action is seen on the issues raised outside agenda. He
said that he has this impression due to the reason that the issues which he narrated in the last
PNM meeting held on 22nd/23rd December, 2016 are yet to be resolved. These are
summarized below:-

 Vacancies remain unfilled.
 The condition of Railway quarters continue to remain deplorable.
 No medical facilities are made available to those who are posted at wayside stations.
 Shortage of Doctors persists.
 Decisions on Railway related allowances including kilometer allowance for Running staff

are yet to be resolved.
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To provide combatised staff in the offices of RPF, a joint meeting with NFIR & AIRF
was convened on 30/03/2016 under the chairmanship of Advisor Estt(N) and the minutes
(draft) were sent to both the Federations. The draft minutes wherein modalities were decided
to implement the decision was returned to the Railway Board vide NFIR’s letter No. II/3
dated 08/04/2016 after minor corrections, but the final minutes have not been issued despite
sending reminders by both the Federations. It was stressed that the minutes be issued and the
decision taken therein be implemented without further loss of time.

Shri M. Raghavaiah, General Secretary, NFIR

The General Secretary, NFIR heartily greeted the Member Staff, Shri D.K. Gayen and
expressed confidence that under his chairmanship, the PNM meeting deliberations would be
successful and equally the issues agitating the minds of Railway employees would be
resolved quickly facilitating healthy industrial relations on Indian Railways. He also assured
NFIR’s cooperation to the Member Staff for improving the quality of performance of
Railways at all levels.

The NFIR General Secretary mentioned that though the Federation has been
cooperating and participating actively in the PNM forum for effective use of the machinery,
highlighting the contribution of Railway employees for the cause of Railways to maintain
healthy industrial relations, but unfortunately, there is no equal positive response from the
Railway Board.  He mentioned that though the Federation had sent agenda for holding PNM
meeting in February 2017, the Railway Board have taken about nine months period in
convening meeting now i.e. 13th and 14th November, 2017, while majority of pending items
have also not been finalized as per the spirit of PNM discussions.  He requested intervention
of MS for convening PNM meetings regularly and atleast three in a year and at the same time
finalization of items within the reasonable time limit.

2. He further stated that the NFIR has always been playing a lead role on the safety
front and contributing for prevention of accidents by inculcating enhanced safety
consciousness among safety categories staff. He said that in the current calendar year, the
Federation and its affiliated Unions have conducted Three Safety Seminars where senior
level officers have also taken part besides good number of staff. The conclusions arrived at,
in the seminars have been sent to Railway Board for appropriate action. He however pointed
out that the response to NFIR’s communications has been dismal.

3. Raising the issue of anomalies relating to the pay structure recommended by the 7th

CPC, the General Secretary said that anomalies arisen in number of categories have been
submitted to the Government and the Railway Ministry. Unfortunately while no meeting of
NAC held so far by the Government, the DAC met once but however further meetings are
yet to be convened. He requested Member Staff to kindly take initiative for satisfactorily
resolving the Railway specific issues in the DAC meetings so that staff discontent can be
minimized.

4. Shri Raghavaiah brought to the notice of the Member Staff the case of non-grant of
Risk and Hardship Allowance to Staff of Safety categories such as Black Smiths, Welders,
Helpers of P. Way, Pointsmen, Traffic Gate Keepers, Operating Staff working in Yard,
Electrical Staff in TRD, Staff of AC Coaches, EMUs, Electrical Workshops, Electrical Staff
in general services (Power & Train Lighting), Diesel Shed Staff, S&T Staff, TRS Staff,
Bridge Staff etc., who feel dissatisfied due to non-coverage though they deserve to be
covered under Risk and Hardships Matrix in view of their nature of duties being risky and
hazardous. He further said that though NFIR has sent letters vide No. I/5(g)/Part V dated
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10/08/2017 & 03/10/2017 to the Railway Board for coverage of these categories in the Risk
& Hardship Matrix (Cell R3H2), but unfortunately the response of the Railway Board is not
encouraging. He requested Member Staff to see that proper case is made out for obtaining
clearance of Ministry of Finance.

5. Inviting the attention of the Member Staff to the issue of revision of rates of
KMA/ALK to the Running Staff and other Allowances, the General Secretary felt that these
are required to be finalized soon through a bi-lateral settlement, keeping in mind the difficult
nature of duties of Running Staff.

6. The General Secretary expressed disappointment over the arbitrary decisions taken by
the Board without prior consultations with the Federation although the said decisions would
adversely impact the staff. In this context, the General Secretary, invited the attention of
Member Staff to the commitment given by the Board during January/February 2007 that
decisions taken pursuant to bilateral agreements/settlements, shall not be reversed without
prior consultations with the Federation. He cited the following cases as example out of many
to impress upon the MS, how the decisions are bulldozed with blatant violation of the
commitment:-

(a) Catering Policy 2017:  When the catering policy 2010 was introduced, duly replacing
catering policy 2003, discussions were held with the Federations and the catering staff
were repatriated from IRCTC and re-positioned in the Departmental Catering Units
which exercise was completed only during the year 2015. Now with the issuance of
catering policy 2017, all those Departmental Catering Staff are being uprooted again
and sadly the Tourism and Catering Directorate has issued instructions without
involving Establishment Directorate and without prior consultations with the NFIR.
The General Secretary said that this action is not only whimsical but also retrograde
as the Administration seems to be insensitive to the career and service conditions of
staff. He urged upon the Member Staff to intervene and see that discussions are held
with the Federation for sorting out problems amicably as was done in the past.

(b) Closure decision of Railway Printing Presses: The General Secretary explained that
pursuant to discussions held with the Federations, the Railway Board have issued
orders vide letter No. 2008/RS(Ptg)/WS/Rev. Comm dated 30th January 2009 to
modernize the Railway Printing Presses, consequently latest machines of high
technology have been procured. The capacity of Railway Printing Presses had been
augmented and they have been working well. He however deplored the arbitrary
decision of the Railway Board for closure of Railway Printing Presses and urged upon
the Board that there should be discussion with the Federation and therefore the
closure decision needs to be held in abeyance. The General Secretary also mentioned
that he met CRB on 17th October, 2017 and explained the need to continue the
Railway Printing Presses without resorting to relocation or closure.  He requested the
Member Staff to arrange to look into this issue in depth for allowing the Railway
Printing Presses to continue to function as the staff are panicky over their future
career and they have also been protesting against the closure of Printing Presses.

7. The General Secretary expressed his deep sense of anguish over Railway Board’s
failure to implement the decisions reached through negotiated settlement years back and in
this context, he brought to the notice of the Chairman of the meeting the following specific
cases for taking speedy action:-

(a) Stepping up of pay of Loco Inspectors inducted prior to 01/01/2006.
(While agreement reached on 7th February, 2014 not implemented, the Railway Board
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have filed SLP and Review Petitions in the Apex Court which were also dismissed,
but sadly the stepping up of pay has been allowed to the Petitioners only, thus driving
the Loco Inspectors/Loco Pilots to go to courts for relief instead motivating them to
continue to devote towards performing running duties. The Board’s approach is being
resented by staff in general)

(b) Upgradation of Apex level Group ‘C’ posts to Group ‘B’ gazetted (3335 posts).
(c) Allotment of GP Rs.4800/- to SSEs/Supervisory Officials in place of GP Rs.4600/-
(d) Allotment of Grade Pay Rs.4600/- to LP (Mail/Exp).

8. The General Secretary expressed concern over non-implementation of favourable
recommendations of High Power Committee (R&S) fully and at the same time he urged upon
the Board to hold consultations with the Federations on certain recommendations which are
unacceptable. He also pointed out the following:

(a) Job analysis for changing duty hours from 12/- hrs to 8/- hrs not done on Zonal
Railways.

(b) Crew links not revised on Zonal Railways to ensure minimum rest 16/- hrs at Head
Quarters.

(c) Restricting Night Working of Running Staff continuously not fully implemented.
(d) The General Secretary, NFIR stated that the implementation of cadre restructuring in

respect of IT cadre staff w.e.f. 01/04/2017 instead from 01/11/2013 is discriminatory.
He invited the kind attention of the Member Staff to Federation’s communications
vide letters dated 01/05/2017 and 08/11/2017 on the subject for quick action for
granting restructuring benefit with effect from November, 2013 as has been done in
the case of Technical Supervisors. He also requested to expedite action for granting
upgradation to IT cadre gazetted which is overdue.

9. The GS/NFIR invited kind attention of the Railway Board to the instructions issued
vide Board’s letters No. E(G) 2017/Employees/Charter/1 dated 25/10/2017 relating to the
time schedule on charter of commitments on various staff matters. While welcoming the
Board’s instructions, the General Secretary suggested that similar line of action needs to be
taken for implementation of commitments given to the Federation in the PNM and other
formal meetings. He said that at present, there is no time frame fixed, consequently
commitments continued to remain on paper without compliance and where time limit was
agreed upon, the same has not been adhered to.

10. General Secretary also raised the following issues and sought intervention of Member
Staff:-

(a) The Scheme of filling up of posts through General Departmental Competitive
Examination (GDCE) has been extended by the Railway Board upto 31/03/2018 vide
Board’s letter No. E(NG)I-2011/PM1/2 dated 08/03/2016, the same needs to be
extended beyond 31/03/2018 making it a permanent scheme.

(b) While mentioning on staff removals, invoking Rule 14(ii) of Railway Servants
(D&A) Rules 1968, the General Secretary appreciated the Board for its prompt
response to NFIR’s representation to CRB. He hoped that the comprehensive
instructions issued by the Board as a result of NFIR’s representation would remove
confusion on Zonal Railways. He at the same time requested the Member Staff to see
that those who have been sacked under Rule 14 (ii) may be put back on duty while
normal procedure may however be followed to facilitate the staff to prove their
innocence.

(c) Leave Accumulation beyond 300 days:– the General Secretary, NFIR mentioned that
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the Federation through its PNM Agenda Item No. 05/2010 had demanded that the
earned leave (LAP beyond 300 days) be credited to employee’s leave account, while
encashment is limited to 300 days. The Railway Board had sent proposal to DoP&T
for clearance in view of the fact that Railway employees working in critical categories
are refused Leave in exigency, while their earned Leave (LAP) is not allowed to be
credited to their leave account for accumulation beyond 300 days. Unfortunately,
DoP&T did not agree with the proposal. In this context, the NFIR General Secretary
cited the Judgement passed by the Hon’ble High Court of Punjab & Haryana in CWP
No. 13702 of 2014 , (date of decision 05/10/2016) wherein the Hon’ble High Court
has directed the Government to allow accumulation of leave (LAP) in excess of 300
days. He further requested that Federation’s communication vide letter No. II/10/Part
I dated 18/09/2017 in response to Board’s letter dated 08/09/2017 may be connected
for taking further necessary action  for obtaining DoP&T’s clearance soon.

(d) The issue of merger of gazetted cadre of Public Relations (PR) Department with that
of TT & C on Indian Railways was brought to the notice of the Chairman of the PNM
meeting by the General Secretary, NFIR. He stated that though the proposal was
circulated vide Board’s letter No. E(GP)2004/I/43(Pt. C) dated 22/02/2017 by the
Establishment Directorate together with the combined merged seniority list of PR and
TT&C Officers, sadly further action for implementation has not been taken at Board’s
level. He urged the Member Staff to see that action be taken expeditiously, which
would benefit of the Officers/Staff and equally the system.

(e) In the context of Board’s instructions vide order dated 21/06/2016 (RBE No. 71/2016)
reserving 20% vacancies in the erstwhile Group ‘D’ categories to be filled through
RRC by Course Completed Act Apprentices, the General Secretary mentioned that he
had discussed the subject with CRB on 08th February 2017 and requested that 20%
quota vacancies may be filled through separate test so that Trained Act Apprentices
can be got empanelled, considering the fact that their skills are very much needed for
Railways efficiency. He said that CRB had responded positively therefore this may be
agreed to. He at the same time requested the Member Staff to review the matter for
allowing engagement of Course Completed Act Apprentices as substitutes against
safety vacancies in exigency by GMs as this policy was in vogue during previous
years. He expressed hope that the Member Staff would do the needful, facilitating
engagement of Act Apprentices.

(f) The General Secretary, NFIR specifically requested Member Staff to consider
granting approval for absorption of Quasi Administrative Unit Staff against erstwhile
Group ‘D’ vacancies as they are not outsiders in terms of IREM provisions and the
Supreme Court Judgement (Uma Devi V/s Union of India is not applicable to these
cases). The General Secretary, NFIR also brought to the kind notice of MS, the case
of Mess Workers of National Academy of Indian Railways (NAIR), Vadodara who
deserve to be granted regular absorption with retrospective effect from 11th June 1997
as these unfortunate staff were not absorbed at that point of time due to administrative
delay. The qualification then existed i.e. in 1997 was below matriculation and
therefore the mess staff of NAIR are required to be granted exemption and they be
absorbed with retrospective effect. The General Secretary also requested the Railway
Board (MS) to refer NFIR’s letter No. II/1(B)/Part dated 06th September 2017 and
also the D.O. references made by the Director General, NAIR to the Member Staff,
Railway Board.

(g) The General Secretary expressed grave concern over non-filling of vacancies,
numbering over 2 lakhs, causing unbearable burden on the existing staff and
compromising safety while inter-Railway transfer requests are also not being
considered on the pretext of heavy vacancy position. He requested Member Staff to
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kindly give priority to this important subject for ensuring filling up of all vacancies in
the interest of efficiency of Indian Railways.

(h) GS/NFIR brought to the notice of MS that dues relating to Travelling Allowance,
Over Time Allowance, Children Education Allowance etc., for staff on South Eastern
Railway have not been paid to staff which action is highly improper. He requested MS
to issue instructions to S.E. Railway to clear all payment claims and ensure payment
to the Staff without further loss of time.

(i) Speaking on the issue of MACPS cases, the General Secretary, NFIR stated that
though it was decided to hold a meeting of the Federation with the Board (MS & FC)
to settle these cases, unfortunately no such meeting has been convened by the Board
so far with the result, all PNM Items of NFIR pertaining to MACPS issues have been
pending. He requested the Member Staff to hold meeting on MACPS issues with the
Federation soon. He also pointed out that the benchmark “Very Good” for MACP
needs to be reviewed for continuing the benchmark “Good”.

(j) The issue of non-payment of honorarium to the staff in the Accounts Department on
Northern Railway (from the year 2010-11 to 2013-14 referred to Railway Board vide
Federation’s letter No. I/8/Part I dated 05/11/2015) and payment of honorarium to the
Cashiers and Shroffs of N.F. Railway (for the period from April 2009 to December
2009 – referred vide Federation’s letter No. I/8/Part I dated 06/01/2017) continued to
remain pending. General Secretary urged the Member Staff to accord early sanction
for clearance of these long pending cases of honorarium.

(k) The GS/NFIR invited kind attention of Member Staff to Board’s instructions vide No.
ERB-I/2017/23/36 dated 05/07/2017, constituting a Committee for revision of
existing designations of Group ‘C’ staff. He requested that NFIR’s proposals should
be considered and Federation be consulted and also included in the Committee.

(l) General Secretary has also highlighted the grave injustice meted out to Graduate
Engineers and Diploma Holders in Railways by the 7th CPC which was brought to the
notice of the Railway Board vide Federation’s letter No. IV/NFIR/7 CPC
(Imp)/2016/RB-Part I dated 14/08/2017. He said that the Railway Ministry in its
interaction with the 7th CPC had strongly defended the continuance of existing
arrangements while the Railway Ministry had at the same time proposed replacement
of GP 4600/- with GP 4800/- for SSEs etc., on the basis of agreement reached with
Federations. He felt disappointed that the Railway Board had failed totally in placing
proper facts before the 7th CPC and urged upon the Member Staff to review the entire
issue denovo to ensure justice to staff.

(m)The General Secretary, NFIR invited kind attention of the Railway Board to the
decision vide Board’s letter No. E(P&A)I-2011/FE-4/1 dated 04/07/2016 revising the
rates of Daily Officiating Allowance (NFIR’s demand vide agenda Item No. 05/2011),
with effect from 01/09/2008. He however expressed surprise that the Railway Board
has since issued instructions vide letter dated 05/09/2017, discontinuing payment of
Daily Officiating Allowance w.e.f 01/07/2017. He requested the Board (MS) to
review the matter for continuance of Daily Officiating Allowance in Railways and
revision of rates w.e.f. 01/07/2017 keeping in view the merits explained in
Federation’s letter No. I/5(g)/Part VI dated 13/10/2017.

(n) Harmonization of the cadre structure of Medical Laboratory Staff in Railways:
Shri Raghavaiah stated that responding to Railway Board’s letter No. PC-
VI/2016/I/5/1 Pt. dated 21/08/2017, Federation vide letter No. II/1/Part XII dated
22/09/2017 has sent detailed proposal on the basis of O.M. F.No. A-28020/11/2008-
PMS (Pt. I) dated 17th July 2015 issued by the Ministry of Health & Family Welfare,
the nodal Ministry, for redesigning and forming the cadre of Laboratory staff in the
Medical Department in Railways. He suggested further discussion on the subject for
finalization of cadre restructure soon.
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(o) The GS/NFIR stated that the Railway Board vide letter No. PC-VII/2017/I/7/5/7 dated
03/10/2017 has issued instructions for payment of Dress Allowance to the specified
categories including Track Maintainers, however the orders do not cover the other P.
Way Staff like Black Smith, Hammer Man, Welders, ESMs etc. He requested Member
Staff to see that the remaining categories are covered for payment of Dress
Allowance.

(p) The GS/NFIR brought to the notice of MS that a few Loco Pilots removed from
service for alleged SPAD and at Appellate Authority level, their cases were
considered for reinstatement. But however, they are not being put back to duty on the
ground that they did not qualify in the aptitude test. He requested that in such
situations, they may be granted re-instatement in other than running post. General
Secretary mentioned that the problem has arisen on N.F. Railway and requested the
Railway Board to issue clarification for implementation of appellate authority’s
decision duly granting re-instatement in other than running post.

(q) GS/NFIR invited kind attention of the MS to the instructions issued vide letter No.
2017/E(LR)III/REF/RB/1 dated 30th January 2017 wherein the Board decided that
Supervisors working in safety categories in erstwhile GP 4200/- and above should not
be allowed as Office Bearers of a Trade Union. He said that pursuant to our strong
protest against the said order issued by the Railway Board, the implementation has
been postponed to 31st December, 2017 He urged the Member Staff to kindly see that
the instructions dated 30/01/2017 are withdrawn for preserving healthy industrial
relations in Railways.

(r) Talking on ‘No Dues Certificate’ to be obtained by recognized Unions, the General
Secretary said that though the rental/electricity dues against the SERMC had been
cleared, the South Eastern Railway has not been holding PNM meetings. The amounts
have been revised arbitrarily from time to time without any basis and proof for the
same has not been furnished to NFIR affiliate-SERMC inspite of requests. He
requested Member Staff to kindly intervene and see that PNM meetings are held on
S.E. Railway, and equally investigation be ordered on “dues” as it is suspected that
problems are being created willfully by someone in the administration.

(s) Speaking on the issue of non-grant of financial assistance to the wards of Railway
employees under SBF Scheme pursuing higher education, the General Secretary,
NFIR stated that the specific case pertaining to Northern Railway was brought out
vide NFIR’s letter No. II/28/Part VI dated 03/10/2017, but however no clarification
has been issued to the General Manager, Northern Railway though the courses such as
“B.Sc. (Hospitality)/(Nursing)/(Catering & Hotel Management)/(Biotechnology),
B.Sc., M. Sc, B.A, M.A. etc., BFA, BBA, BMS, Bachelor of Journalism and Mass
Communication, Chartered Accountant and Chartered/Company Secretary” are to be
fully covered for grant of scholarships to the wards of Railway employees irrespective
of the Grade Pay in which they have been working. He requested the Member Staff to
arrange to issue suitable clarification soon to the General Manager, Northern Railway
for arranging SBF assistance.

(t) The GS/NFIR also brought to the notice of MS that the Track Maintainers working
away from SSE/P. Way Head Quarter are facing lot of hardships for obtaining
Privilege Pass/PTO as they are compelled to avail leave to reach SSE Office for the
purpose of Pass/PTO. He requested that alternative arrangements be considered so
that Pass/PTO reach the Track Maintainers at their place of work. He suggested that
the Station Master of the nearby station be allowed to issue Privilege Pass/PTO to the
Track Maintainers in order to remove hardship being faced by the Track Maintainers.

While concluding his address, NFIR General Secretary has assured Federation’s
continued support for improving Railways’ performance and expressed hope that the
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Railway Board would resolve all pending staff issues with speed which would naturally
motivate employees to give better results.

Shri R.P. Bhatnagar

While extending greetings to the Member Staff for chairing the PNM meeting, Shri R.
P. Bhatnagar, Working President brought to the notice of Railway Board the following issues:

1. Norms for creation of posts of ESMs, Helpers, JE/SSE (Signal): Although orders were
issued by the Railway Board 7 years back, the posts have not yet been sanctioned.
Added to this problem, S&T new assets have been created without correspondingly
creating the posts. Failure to accord sanction of posts has been contributing for
deterioration of safety parameters and at the same time, the staff are heavily over
burdened. In many cases they are made to work beyond duty hours and attend failures
also, foregoing their rest. He urged upon the Railway Board (MS) to solve this
problem without further delay and at the same time cautioned that any untoward
incidents due to above deficiencies should be the responsibility of the Administration
and the employees should not be made accountable or scapegoats.

2. It is unfortunate that the Railway Administration is allowing unsafe methods of
working which may lead mishaps. In this context Shri Bhatnagar cited Long-hood
working by Loco Pilots wherein the Loco Pilots are experiencing difficulty in locating
signals. He urged upon the Railway Board to take corrective measures to avoid Long-
hood haulage of trains in order to prevent accidents. He also pointed out that signaling
locations particularly on Central Railway are required to be reviewed. He further
mentioned that the Federation has pointed out the problems being faced by Running
Staff due to improper signal locations on Central Railway but unfortunately no
corrective steps have been taken by the Railway Board till date. He requested the
Member Staff to see that Railway Board takes steps for remedying the situations.

3. He expressed serious disappointment over non-creation of posts for maintenance of
newly created assets, consequently maintenance standards are falling. He urged that
the matching surrender concept needs to be reviewed and abolished paving way for
creation of safety posts wherever required for the purpose of maintaining the assets
efficiently and also manning the services without lapse.

4. Shri Bhatnagar has expressed serious concern over heavy shortage of staff on account
of Railway Administration’s failure in filling the vacancies He said that the staff are
over burdened and at the same time the quality is getting deteriorated. He wanted the
Railway Ministry to take immediate steps for filling all vacancies in order to run the
systems efficiently.

5. He deplored the deteriorated condition of Railway Quarters and Railway Colonies on
account of non-allotment of adequate funds and non-provision of artisan staff under
JEs/SSEs (Works). The poor condition of Railway Quarter has been causing severe
hardships to the Railway employees and their families, while the employees are not in
a position to take proper rest due to non-availability of required amenities and
facilities in the quarters. He urged upon the Railway Board to look into their aspects
seriously as this being a staff welfare measure subject, which cannot be ignored. He
however expressed hope that the new Member Staff would pay special attention
towards this important subject.

6. Shri R.P. Bhatnagar has also pointed out the shortage of Doctors and Para-Medical
Staff in general on Central and West Central Railways in particular. He said that non-
availability of regular Doctors and Para-Medical Staff has resulted in deterioration of
Health Care efforts, consequently patients are put to serious inconvenience. He
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requested the Railway Board to take quick action for providing regular Doctors and
Para-Medical Staff early on the Railways.

Shri J.G.Mahurkar

1. The health care of railway employees, their families, pensioners in the range of 5
Lakhs on Western Railway is jeopardized because against cadre of 221 Medical
Officers, only 133 IRMS Officers are available – The vacancies are about 40%. The
vacancy position is managed by engaging CMP Doctors. There is shortage of Physical
and General Surgeons on Western Railway, many divisions do not have IRMS
Gynecologists, Physicians and General Surgeons.
The availability of specialist and super specialists is poor and this results in neglect of
health care.
The CMD – Western Railway has also made a reference to DG/RHS and requested
that the vacancies of IRMS Doctors be filled early. Because of shortage of super
specialist, number of referral hospitals has also increased leading to increase in
railway expenditure.

2. Acute shortage in the category of Ministerial Staff because of ban imposed on
Recruitment of Junior Clerks, Senior Clerks, Junior Accounts Assistants on Western
Railway on placed indents on RRBs.
The work of clerical staff has increased because of RTI, LARSGESS, MACP and
revision of PPOs of Pre-01/01/2016 etc. , over the period of time. This problem is also
related to CRIS, IPASS and ARPAN. On implementation of 7th CPC report from
01/01/2016, some of the Ministerial Staff have also taken Voluntary Retirement. This
has aggravated the situation.
It is understood that CRB has now agreed to fill up 25% posts on the placed indents
by Zonal Railways in the category of Ministerial Staff. However, this is not sufficient,
therefore all vacancies should be filled.

3. WRMS is facing serious problem because delegation of powers to DRMs for creation
of posts is somewhat being misunderstood on Western Railway. Even the PNM cases
which are under discussion for months together and already processed by General
Manager for creation of posts on specific recommendation of DRMs have also been
transferred to DRMs. This will result in duplication of work. It is also not clarified
whether the Bank of Headquarters Office (Funds) will also support the Division for
creation of posts.
Really speaking, as far as PNM cases for creation of posts are concerned, the present
instructions should take prospective effect and not retrospective. Lot of time has
already been spent on these problems by Trade Unions and Railway Administration
and this should not become wasteful exercise. Railway Board is requested to simplify
the instructions by giving suitable guidelines to Western Railway.

4. Patients of slip disc problems are being harassed by Doctors of JRH Hospital
(Orthopedic section).

The patients referred by Division are forced to undergo surgery. Since this Surgery is
dangerous, the patients don’t agree for Surgery. They are not allowed. They are forced to
remain on sick list till they agree for surgery.
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Shri B.C. Sharma

A case of wrong fixation methodology framed by the Railway Board (Annexure-
C/Page 11 – RBE No. 93/2016 dated 02/08/2016) for Running Staff in the 7th CPC Pay
Matrix was brought to the notice of MS by the Federation. NFIR therefore demands that the
30% of Basic Pay may be added while doing pay fixation of Running Staff in the 7th CPC
Pay Matrix which is otherwise permissible under the rules.

2. NFIR always submits the agenda items for the PNM meetings well in advance, but
unfortunately the agenda with relevant remarks is not made available in time and is made
available to the Federation only a day or two before the date of commencement of the PNM
meeting. This causes serious difficulties in dealing with the issues and taking response of the
Zonal representatives leading to delay in discussions/decisions of the items.

Federation therefore urges that copy of agenda along with the action taken statement
be made available to the NFIR atleast 10/12 days before the date of PNM meeting to have
useful discussions and proper decisions during the meeting.

Shri R.P. Singh

(i) On North Central Railway, the Railway employees and their family members
when admitted to Railway Hospitals as Indoor Patients, are not being provided
free diet even though the pre-revised pay of some of the staff is less than Rs.
7450/- p.m. and inspite of instructions of Railway Board circulated vide letter
No. 2005-H/23/6 dated 29/01/2010 and ACS No. 01 of 2010 to Para 641 of
IRMM 2000.
Member Staff may arrange to issue suitable instructions to the General
Manager, North Central Railway to provide free diet to the Railway employees
and their family members whose pay in the pay band is less than Rs. 7450/-.

(ii) The extant instructions of Railway Board provide for reimbursement of tuition
fees to the Railway employees whose wards have been studying from Nursery
to Class XII. Presently, the children have to pass Nursery, LKG and
UKG/PREP before reaching to Class 1st.

Federation therefore demands that a tuition fee of children of Railway
employees who are spending three years time before reaching Class 1st should
be allowed reimbursement of fees duly modifying the existing instructions for
reimbursement of tuition fee of the children for two years only prior to their
reaching class 1st.

(iii) Railway Board vide Commercial Circular No. 72/2017 dated 2nd November,
2017 have issued instructions for provision of berth to the Conductor/TTE
working on 2nd AC and 3rd AC coaches. This circular provides for one berth in
2nd AC and one berth in 3rd AC whereas the composition of Mail/Express and
superfast trains varies from 3-4 to 5-6/7-8 or 9-10 coaches. This is causing lot
of inconvenience to the staff in manning the higher class AC coaches. It is
therefore urged that one berth may be earmarked out of 2 AC coaches for the
Conductor/TTE as a matter of policy.
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Shri Suriyaprakasam

The OHE is required to undergo dynamic oscillations due to constant contact and
movement of the fast moving pantograph coupled with wind pressure. The staff are required
to maintain OHE in perfect working condition through proper checks on its geometry and all
parameters based on the designs.

The Railway Staff working in the OHE/25 KV segment work is highly sensitive and
Safety category while working in Line Block, placing ladder trolley and moving tower
wagon, attending fault on 8-10 feet mast. All safety work required necessary competency
certificate as per ACTM manual. But many staff do not possess competency certificate due to
the reasons they are not sent for training. System/Safety is thus jeopardized.

Shri Munindra Saikia

1. Staff of 4600/- GP who attain Rs.4800/- by virtue of MACP are denied PCO
Allowances.

2. Track Maintainers are eligible for hardship allowances of Rs.2700/- p.m. but Board
had issued recently another letter that Track Maintainer who are in the gate as
gatekeeper, they will be entitled for Rs.1000/-instead of Rs.2700/- so this discrepancy
should be removed and they be paid Rs. 2700/- p.m.

3. Entry qualification for Track Maintainer enhanced. It is now Matric + ITI. In N.F.Rly
compassionate appointment is adversely affected because of N. F. Railway’s order
that “All compassionate appointment” will be as Track Maintainer only. N.F. Railway
be suitably advised.

4. Staff coming from N.F.Rly to Delhi on duty are not getting accommodation at New
Delhi because of paucity of rest houses. Even the existing rest house at Shivaji Bridge
is in very bad condition. This needs to be addressed.

Patients from N.F.Rly should be allowed to refer cases directly to Multi Speciality
Hospitals from N.F.Rly as is done in such cases by other zones.

Shri R.C. Sahoo

1. Group Incentive Scheme was introduced in CRW/MCS vide Rly.Board’s letter No:
2001/M (W)/814/43 Dt 29/07/2003 with a decision to review the Scheme on completion
of each five years. Though, it was due for review in 2008; the same has been conducted
in Dec/2013 and implemented from 01/01/2014. In the year 2013 the staff strength was
1643(on Roll) against sanction cadre of 1793 (less 150). During 1st review in 2014, the
sanction cadre has been revised to 2099@120 R excluding ministerial staff and the on
roll staff strength was 1695 (less 404 no’s). The second review is due in 2019 and in
between the staff strength on roll will come down due to superannuation of staff,
resulting vacancies numbering 514 posts (2017=200+ 2018=207+ 2019=107).
Accordingly the total vacancy will be risen upto 918 as against of sanctioned strength of
2099 as on the date of 2nd review in 2019. 60% of maintenance work has been out
sourced including core activities. Number of 100 days sick coaches increased due to
deployment of untrained contractual labourers.

It is necessary to fill all vacancies and equally creation of post for new assets be ensured
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and core activities should not be outsourced.

2. The I.T centre in ECoR is functioning comprising of two categories i.e JE (IT) in GP
Rs.4200/-(former entry grade) and SE (IT) in GP Rs.4600/-only.  One Gr “B” post was
transferred from S.E. Rly.to ECoRly in 2003, but however not operated in IT centre. On
a representation by ECoRSC it was informed by Dy FA & CAO (G)/ECoR that the Gr-B
post of IT is being operated in GA Department as Asst.Secy (Conf.)/ECoR.

Due to non availability of any higher grade post in IT cadre of ECoR, the existing
JE&SE are stagnated in the same grade since long & MACP benefit also not given. On a
reference of ECoR, Rly Board has instructed ECoR to fill up the said Gr “B” post vide
letter No. E (GP) 2006/2/16. Dt.03/08/2010, but ECoRly is not filling up the post.
Instructions may be issued to fill up the post early for the benefit of IT cadre of ECoR.

Shri C.P. Singh

The condition of Railway quarters in Railway colonies on Northern Railway, more
particularly on Lucknow Division is far from satisfactory. Whenever authorities are
approached for repairs, it is always said that there are no funds.

While the Railway Quarters are not being maintained properly, the condition of
sewage and drainage system in the Railway Colonies has also been in bad shape, with the
result the Railway employees and their families living in Railway quarters have been facing
lot of difficulties.

Urgent action needs to be taken to make available required funds so that condition of
the Railway quarters and the Railway colonies can be got improved.

Shri Binod Sharma

The Chairman of the PNM, Member Staff, in his opening address highlighted the
achievements of the Sports Persons of Indian Railways and expressed his pleasure for their
performance which glorifies the Indian Railways.

He welcomed the statement made by the Chairman regarding the Sports Persons of
the Indian Railways who have done commendable performances in various events in the
national and international level. But the matter of concern is that proper nourishment of
them is not upto the mark. When any Sportsperson achieve some milestone success, he or
she has been appreciated by the administration. Administration glorifies his or her story of
success. But, when as Sportsperson they join railway and during his struggle period, he or
she is not being given proper cooperation, even proper sparing is not being done in many
cases. National level even international level players are being treated in a very unpleasant
manner by the officers. After coming from the practice, they are being forced to do the duty
at the point where they have to stand continuously for 4 hours. Hence, if railway
administration really wants to encourage sports persons and to have historic achievements by
railway sports persons, they must be given proper nourishment from the day they have been
inducted in the railway.

Shri Ashok Sharma

On West Central Railway, the COM has issued 5 correction slips in G & SR i.e.
i. For stopping feel test, after starting trains.
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ii. For not given learning road to running staff of 3rd lien i.e. BPL-BIN.
iii. For stopping continuity certificate.
iv. For running good trains without Guards even when Guards are available on detail.
v. For putting ALP’s personal store without tool box, and
vi. Enhancement of Learning Road due period from 3 to 6 months. All these

corrections are not preventive and can invite serious accident.

The yard stick is not given for monitoring, counseling and training to ALPs. This
needs to be addressed for safety of trains. Atleast one CLI for every 25 ALPs be provided.

New mail/express trains working has not been allotted properly within zones causing
discontentment among running staff. A crystal clear policy is required to distribute the
working among zones for eliminating spare working on Mail/Express by running staff.

Shri R.G.Kabar

(a) Denial of Family Planning Allowance (FPA) at the instance of Vigilance Department
– Western Railway.

General Secretary/NFIR vide letter No.III/WRMS/Pt.7 dated 9th Jan, 2017 has raised
the issue regarding incorrect revision of Family Planning Allowance with retrospective date
and wrong recovery made from the staff by Western Railway Administration at the instance
of verbal advise of Vigilance Organization. NFIR has specifically pointed out that the
Western Railway Administration has correctly revised the FP Allowance of  staff from
Rs.150 to Rs.400 in terms of  Para 2 of Railway Board’s letter dated 14/10/2008 and
therefore requested the Railway Board to get the matter examined for restoration of FP
Allowance already granted to the employees. It is unfortunate, though more than 10 months
passed, neither the issue has been resolved nor the Federation have been replied in this regard
by the Railway Board.

(b) Violation of Railway Board’s instructions by DRM, Bhavnagar of Western Railway
while inviting options to elect revised pay scale of 7th CPC.

Railway Board vide their letter No. PC-VII/2016/RSRP/1 dated 28th July, 2016 (RBE
No.90/2016) had issued instructions for implementation of Pay Matrices. It has been laid
down in the letter that Railway employees should exercise the option within three months for
fixation of pay under revised pay matrices.

GM (E) CCG vide letter No. E(PC)767/0/7th CPC dated 03/08/2016 had issued
instructions to submit the option by staff within stipulated period, but to the great surprise,
while notifying the same vide policy circular No.44/2016 dated 04/08/2016 by
DRM/Bhavnagar, it has been mentioned that all section in charge/Supervisors advised to
collect the options from the staff within 12 days i.e. latest by 16/08/2016. This had resulted
that options were collected by Supervisors from the staff at gunpoint. It has been reported by
many Track Maintainers that they have exercised the options under force by their respective
supervisors without knowing the outcome of option which would be beneficial to them, from
which date.

Though options were beneficial to them from 01/07/2016, number of erstwhile Group
‘D’ employees submitted options to elect the revised pay w.e.f. 01/01/2016 erroneously.
WRMS /BVP division has raised this issue before DRM/Bhavnagar vide outset item No. 1 of
PNM meeting on 25th/26th Oct, 2016 and requested DRM to give one opportunity to such
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staff to resubmit their options but DRM/Bhavnagar did not agree which resulted the issue
remains unresolved till date. Similar situation is also prevailing in some other divisions and
workshops over Western Railway.

Railway Board is requested to take corrective action in the matter and advise Western
Railway Administration to set right the irregularity by inviting fresh options from such staff.

Shri Ghanshaym Sharma

(a) The issue of non-availability of sufficient practice to the sports persons working in the
Railways was raised by the Federation. It was mentioned that though there are
sufficient sports personnel in the respective sports but they are not able to do justice
as they do not get sufficient time for doing practice session. Suitable instructions need
to be given to the Zonal Railways and Production Units to give sufficient practice to
persons appointed on sports account so that they are able to display their skills and
perform better at National and International levels.

(b) The Federation highlighted the case of delayed implementation of various
instructions, resulting irreparable loss to the Railway employees. In this connection,
the example of LARSGESS, has been cited wherein the wards of the Railway
employees of safety categories have been deprived of appointment due to abnormal
delay caused particularly on North Western Railway. Instructions need to be issued to
all Zonal Railways to curb the habit of delayed implementation of Board’s
instructions issued from time to time.

Shri V. Gopalakrishnan

Kind attention of the MS was invited to Page No. 3 of the supplementary Action
Taken Statement wherein following observations have been made:-

“MoF has rejected the proposal for grant of GP 4800 to Technical Supervisors and GP
5400 to Group B Officers and as a consequence the demand for upgraded GP 4600 to
Loco Pilots (Mail/Express) was deemed to be rejected”.

In this connection, he mentioned that the Vth CPC had not recommended proper Pay
Scale to Loco Pilot (Mail/Exp). The issue thereafter was taken up by NFIR at the level of
Government and Railway Ministry, consequently Fast Track Committee was set up by the
Government which had recommended Pay Scale of S 10-A (Rs. 6000-9800) to the Loco Pilot
(Mail/Express) and the said Pay Scale was allotted with effect from 01/01/1996. Due to
merger of various Pay Scales, on the recommendations of 6th CPC, proper replacement Grade
Pay to 6000-9800 was not granted, consequently Loco Pilot (Mail/Exp) were deprived of
their legitimate Pay Scale. Additional Allowance payable to the Loco Pilot (Mail/Express)
and Loco Pilot (Passenger), was however not taken into consideration for the purpose of
calculating retirement benefits. This resulted in loss of remuneration to the Loco Pilot
(Mail/Express) during service and at the time of retirement. NFIR has continuously been
demanding provision of GP 4600/- to Loco Pilot (Mail/Express) which is justified under all
circumstances. Board may also connect NFIR’s letter dated 13/10/2017 on the subject.

Shri Ramesh Mishra

1. The surplus employees of Railway Cancer Research Institute, Varanasi should be
redeployed and adjusted on the lines mentioned in Federation’s letter No. I/12/Part V
dated 13/10/2017.
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2. National Holiday Allowance and Night Duty Allowance to the Supervisors was
denied on North Eastern Railway which is unjustified.

3. Cadre restructuring to the Pointsman category on N.E. Railway, Varanasi Division has
not been granted till date. As per the position given by the N. E. Railway
Administration the benefit has been extended only to 484 Pointsman whereas there
are more than 2000 employees out of which about 1680 are entitled for the benefit of
promotion to GP 1900/- but unfortunately due to Administrative lapses, the remaining
680 employees of pointsman category have not been able to receive the benefit.
Instructions may be issued to the General Manager N.E. Railway to ensure grant of
restructuring benefit to all eligible staff with retrospective effect.

4. The escorting ACCI staff on N.E. Railway have not been provided berth with the
result they face lot of inconvenience while performing duties en-route. Separate
berths may be earmarked for ACCI staff on North Eastern Railway Trains.

5. On North Eastern Railway Gang Huts and Gate Lodges do not have basic amenities
though there are instructions of Railway Board for provision of the same. Action may
be taken for provision of drinking water, Electricity etc., at all Gang Hurts and Gate
Lodges on North Eastern Railway as per instructions of the Railway Board.

6. A peculiar situation of non-promotion of Goods Guard to Passenger Guard was
reported on N.E. Railway. This is causing chain adverse impact to the categories of
staff working as Pointsman, Cabinman etc., who are to be promoted as Guard
(Goods). Instructions may be issued to the General Manager, N. E. Railway to fill the
vacancies of Guard (Passenger/Mail/Express Trains) and Guard (Goods) to enable the
Pointsman and Cabinman to get promoted to the post of Guard (Goods).

7. The process of tie-up with the referral Hospitals is very slow on North Eastern
Railway. Cases sent by Varanasi Division to the N. E. Railway Head Quarters at
Gorakhpur have been pending for several months with the result the Railway
employees and their family members/dependents have been facing sever hardships for
want of proper medical treatment. Hence tie-up with the referral hospitals on N. E.
Railway may be speeded up.

8. On North Eastern Railway, the escorting staff of Electrical and C&W are not being
paid Night Duty Allowance and Over Time Allowance though the same is permissible
under the extant rules. N. E. Railway may be advised to settle claims of Night Duty
Allowance and Over Time Allowance of Electrical and C&W Staff escorting Trains
without further delay.

Shri P.S.Chaturvedi

In Dhanbad Division of E.C.Rly the MACPS benefit to directly recruited Goods
Guards was given but as per Railway Board’s clarification, the same was recovered.
Subsequently, in light of CAT/Ranchi decision the benefits of MACP was restored. Now, at
the time of retirement the financial benefits granted under MACPS are being deducted from
the settlement dues though Administration’s SLP (4501/2017) before Hon’ble Supreme Court
was dismissed on 21/03/2017.

Railway Board may kindly intervene for restoration of benefit and further recoveries
may be stopped.

Shri Vinod Rai

1. Non-payment of overtime allowance to AC Coach escort staff of NER due to the
reluctance of officers of personnel and accounts department in Lucknow and
Varanasi Division for more than one year, despite several assurances to the union.
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2. MoS(R) Mr. Manoj Sinha, during his visit to Railway hospital, Gorakhpur has assured
PRKS delegation for installation of MRI machine for the benefit of serving and
retired staff being served by LNM Hospital, Gorakhpur some six months back but the
same has not been done yet.CMD/NER told us that the proposal is pending at
board level for approval.

3. Victimization of Loco Pilots at Chappra diesel lobby of Varanasi division of NER by
transferring two loco pilots to Izzatnagar Division because they raised issues of
Chapra running room’s hazardous and unhygienic conditions besides pick and choose
policy in duty rosters of LPs/ALPs/Shunters.

4. The uniform amount for staff should be increased.
5. The NER/LNM Hospital may be tied up with Medenta city super speciality hospital

and research centre, Gurgaon and also for cashless treatment along with Lohia
Institute of Medical Sciences Lucknow, Sahara Super speciality hospital Lucknow &
Shanker Neterayalaya Chennai. Appropriate instructions may be given to CMD/NER
to take action.

6. Roster for safety category staff be strictly restricted to eight hours per day.

Shri G.Prabhakar Andrew

On South Central Railway, there are lot of vacancies in Safety and Non-Safety
categories. Due to heavy vacancy position, the staff are facing severe hardship on account of
heavy work pressure. Inter Railway Transfer applications are not being forwarded even
though the employees seeking transfers have completed 4 years of service or more due to
large number of vacancies. It is therefore requested that Railway Board take immediate
action to fill all vacancies and thus reduce the stress and strain on the staff working in safety
categories.

On South Central Railway, there is no Court case on LARSGESS. But the Railway
Board have issued orders to all General Managers to stop implementation of LARSGESS till
further orders. The Board have taken this decision due to the Judgement of Punjab &
Haryana High Court. It is requested that, wherever no Court cases, against LARSGESS, the
orders issued by Railway Board may be modified for continuance of LARSGESS.

Ms Anandi Dhamdhere

(a) Sexual harassment of  women at workplace (Prevention, Prohibition and Redressal)
Act 2013.

We thank administration forming ICC at all units of Indian Railway. However, we
request to give proper publicity of Internal Complaints Committee placing posters at
noticeable places.

It is requested to sensitize the committee members about time frame for finalization
of the cases as it is noticed in almost all cases decision has been made after 90 days.

Steps should be taken for awareness in Group ‘D’ staff by conducting workshops on
skills.

(b) Provision of washrooms and ladies room at workplaces having more than 5 ladies
(Charter of commitments item No.16)
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Even after regular representation at divisional level/zonal level, there is no
improvement in provision of basic facilities viz. washrooms, ladies room/change room,
potable water and healthy food at work place.

The washrooms are in very bad rather worst condition at almost all working places.
There is no proper cleaning due to non availability of water in the washrooms. In summer the
condition becomes worst due to non availability of water which is dangerous to the health of
employees. We request to build new washrooms and provide ladies rooms wherever
necessary, ascertaining proper maintenance and supervision by authorities.

(c) AIMS

IPAS

1. At present about 15 modules are in operation on the portal.
2. We would like to point out that the portal is not accessible during peak hours i.e. 9.30

to 6.00 at divisional level and also at units/subordinate offices.
3. There is no proper maintenance of PCs/Printers/Scanners which leads to hardship to

the staff and delay in work to achieve targets. Proper contract for maintenance of
PCs/Printers/Scanners is to be given e.g. Cartridge to be filled immediately,
complaints to be attended promptly for smooth working. A comprehensive contract is
to be done for this.

4. Further, the staff has not been imparted training to work on the portal which also
results in delay of work.

5. The speed is very low i.e. of 44 MBPS and sometimes there is no connectivity
resulting hardship to the user. It is requested to increase the capacity of server so that
staff can use the portal without any interruption.

Ms Alka Carpenter

ARPAN
The work of pension revision under 7th CPC of retired employees prior to 01/01/2016

is being carried out over Indian Railways. The work has been started in the month of July,
17th on the portal of ARPAN. The staff of Establishment Department is facing lots of
difficulties while working on the portal.

SPEED
The speed of the portal is very slow or almost non-functioning during office hours.

Therefore, Establishment staff is compelled to attend office  at early hours i.e. 7/00 a.m. to
achieve the target given by administration which is seems very much impractical. The
capacity of server should be increased and uplink bandwidth is to be upgraded as per
requirement of users.

BANK details
There is no clarificatory guidance in the cases of pension revision where bank details

varies due to change in bank by pensioners.

Shortage of Ministerial Staff
Since last 22 years many posts of ministerial cadre i.e. Establishment, BWSM and

OCMG group have been surrendered under MPP. However, due to introduction of many new
subjects like RTI, MACPS, LARSGESS service review, introduction of new tenders, portal
complaints, cleanliness under EnHM etc., the workload has increased tremendously.
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There was no recruitment in the category during past years against retirement. Also,
there is heavy retirement in coming years. We are very sorry to mention that due to heavy
work load the existing staff is tendering voluntary retirement which leads to more stress in
the working cadre.

Also, many ways for redressal of grievances have opened up, but concerned dealing
clerk is the only person who has to go through the complaints received. A day may come
when there will be lots of complaints from employee through various redressal, but the
concerned ministerial cadre may not be able to cope up with the situation due to shortage of
time.

It is requested to initiate recruitment through RRB/Compassionate Appointments and
also regarding redressal of grievances, it has been observed that the grievances are not
genuine quite often, hence need to be streamlined through one/two channels only.

Shri Taposh Mukherjee

1. Shri Taposh Mukherjee has mentioned the facts on NFIR PNM Item No. 19/2017 and
stated that the erstwhile Track Maintainers presently P. Way Supervisors in GP 2800/-
on Metro Railway were selected as a result of empanelment through a duly
constituted selection Committee by the Competent Authority and therefore they
deserve to be granted benefit of higher Grade Pay 4200/- as was done in all similar
cases on Indian Railways pursuant to Railway Board’s order dated 3rd July 2013. He
requested the Railway Board to arrange to obtain copies of all relevant papers from
Metro Railway Kolkata for giving positive decision.

2. He mentioned that the Metro Railway Hospital, Kolkata, is not in a position to
provide satisfactory Health Care to the patients. He further said that during the visit of
DG (RHS) to Metro Railway, Kolkata, he has submitted a Memorandum listing the
grievances on which there is no redressal as of now. He also mentioned that there are
problems at CMS level as the CMS is not able to function with greater responsibility,
consequently the patients are put to sufferings. In this context, he cited the case of
dental surgery where after the operation on wife of Shri Dilip Das OS/Stores, she got
paralyzed. He specially requested the Member Staff to kindly see that adequate steps
are taken for ensuring that Metro Railway Hospital perform its role efficiently.

3. Shri Taposh Mukherjee felt that the Personnel Department of Metro Railway needs to
be improved in view of growing dissatisfaction among Metro Railway Staff on
account of inadequate redressal of staff issues.

Shri U. Venkateswarlu

a. Delegation of powers to DRMs – requested for extension of referral hospitals within
divisions.

b. As on date there is no referral hospital facility in NED division of SCR.
c. Since one year referral hospital facility in Lotus Hospital, Nanded is pending at

Zonal/Rly Board.
d. Differences between Accounts & Medical departments resulting non-availability of

referral facilities.
e. Referral hospital facility at Akola - Icon Hospital, Ozone Hospital, Aurangabad –

Dhooth Hospital, Sigma Hospital are pending at Headquarters since 2012.
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All staff of Nanded Division are compelled to visit private hospitals by spending
money for want of treatment facility. All serving and retired employees are suffering for want
of referral facility. Since Divisional Hospital/NED, lack of facilities and shortage of
doctors/para medical staff, patients are put to hardships.

**********
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SECTION -B: MINUTES

AM(CE)

44/2016:  Insufficient provision for Dry Cell Batteries for the Track
Maintainer deployed to perform patrolling duty on Railway tracks-reg.

The case will be processed for payment of Rs.150/- per month for Dry Cell
Batteries to the Track Maintainers deployed to perform patrolling duty for the
period they perform patrolling.

AM(Mechanical)

25/2011:  Problems encountered by A.C. Escorting staff due to deterioration in
working conditions.

It was agreed that a letter will be issued asking the Railways to make all possible
effort so that at least one departmental ACCA (Electrical) is provided on each train
having AC coaches.  Item to be finalized after issuance of instructions.

7/2017:  EMU Cab Ergonomics - Motormen facing lot of hurdles – review –
urged.

Item wise comments given to Federation.

PED/EnHM

12/2015:  Maintenance of cleanliness on trains and at stations etc. –
implementation of Food Safety and Standard Act, 2006 in Railways.

Federation has written to Board on 23.02.2017.  Item wise remarks to be prepared
and thereafter a separate meeting to be held.

AM(Electrical)

6/2013:  Need  for air-conditioning Running Rooms and Loco Cabs.

Demand agreed.  Will be implemented.
(Finalised)
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24/2013:  Urgent need for construction of a new Running Room at Mumbai
Central – Western Railway.

Proposal for upgradation at the cost of Rs.6.3 crores has been received from
GM/WR. This is being expedited.

9/2015:  Supply of subsidized meal/food to the running staff – upward revision
– urged.

As recorded in the first para of the minutes, instructions have been reiterated vide
Letter No.2014/M(L)/165/6/PNM dated 06/11/2017.
Regarding para 2 of the minutes of the last meeting, matter has been examined but
not found feasible.
Federation however did not agree with the view and desired a meeting with
Finance.

36/2016:  Loss of hearing among running staff due to whistling Loco horns –
preventive steps - requested.

Already explained in the last meeting.
(Finalised)

AM(PU)/EDME(W)/ #EDFC

6/2011#:  Incentive  Bonus  under  Group  Incentive  Scheme  to  the
Chemical  and     Metallurgical  Superintendent (Grade Pay Rs.4600/-)  in Rail
Wheel Factory (RWF), Yelahanka

Concerned officials from RWF and concerned officers of Personnel, Finance and
Mechanical in Board’s office will meet together for a solution.

52/2015:  Revision of Incentive Rates – Rail Wheel Factory, Yelahanka,
Bengaluru.

The report is expected by November, 2017 in Railway Board.  The report would be
finalized by December, 2017.

25/2016: Review of Group Incentive Scheme at Carriage Repair Shop,
Tirupati, S.C.Railway.
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The GM/SCR has sanctioned study of incentive scheme by RITES and the report is
expected by March, 2018.

12/2017:  Need for revision of hourly rates of incentive bonus and incentive
allowance for staff of Workshops/Production Units under CRJ pattern/GIS-
reg.

An internal meeting has been fixed on 29.11.2017. Federation requested to
expedite holding the meeting for revising the rates as the staff is entitled to the
revised rates w.e.f. 01.07.2017. Federation also requested that the PCO allowance
be extended to level 8 and 9 (Group ‘C’).

27/2017: Introduction of Group Incentive Scheme (GIS) in the BG (Coaching)
Workshop, Bhavnagar, Western Railway.

There is no possibility of increase in workload of Bhavnagar workshop in near
future due to planned phasing out of ICF coaches which itself result in reduction in
POH arising.  Federation requested that the copy of reply sent to WR be given to
them for study.

AM(Signal)/ EDE(N)#

14/2010:  Upgradation of posts commensurating with the increased work load
and responsibilities – ESM Category – S&T Department.

Conclusions arrived at in the separate meeting held on 10.05.2016 will be
implemented. Will be finalized by Feb.,2018.

AM(Comml)/ EDPM

13/2011:  Provision of cooking facilities at Rest Rooms meant for Ticket
Checking Staff

A D.O. letter from MT to the GMs will be issued reiterating the existing
instructions and compliance for upgrading the facilities in the Rest Room for
TTEs. Federation requested that position be checked up in NCR whether there has
been any improvement in the facilities and number of beds.

5/2015:  Arbitrary decision revising norms for manning of Coaches by the
Ticket Checking Staff –reg.
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The matter is being placed before the full Board. Federation insisted that the
decision agreed upon earlier be implemented by the end of this year.

37/2015:  Simultaneous creation of posts of Ticket Checking Staff when new
trains are introduced or runs extended-reg.

Meeting will be fixed with MT.

59/2015:  Ticket Checking staff grievances – redressal urged.

Already explained in the previous meeting. Copy of letter issued on 02.11.2017
(Commercial Circular No. 72 of 2017) given to Federation.

47/2016: Withdrawal of 2nd Pantry Car from Rajdhani trains – Non-provision
adequate accommodation for escorting staff of Mechanical, Electrical and
S&T Departments and to the Train Superintendent – Staff put to hardship-
reg.

The position in respect of S&T and C&W staff regarding adequate availability of
accommodation on Rajdhani Trains will be reviewed and finalised soon.

AM(Comml)/ EDFM

11/2016: ‘Comprehensive Parcel Leasing Policy’ over Indian Railways-
Difficulties encountered by staff-remedial measures-requested.

Copies of responses received from the zonal Railways was requested by the
Federation and the same will be provided.  Federation requested for a separate
meeting thereafter with MT.

PED/Finance/ EDF(E)

4/2011:  Denial of TA/DA to the Staff Car Drivers in the Railways.

A letter was written to Federation on 20.04.2017. Federation will respond soon.

4/2013:  Emoluments to be reckoned for grant of retirement/death benefits of
staff working in Construction Organisations etc., on Indian Railways.
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Discussed in a separate meeting with MS & FC on 07.11.2017.

21/2017:  Pensionary Benefits to the families of deceased Railway
employees/disabled employees covered by the New Pension Scheme – reg.

Orders issued vide letter No. 2012/F(E)III/1(1)/4 on 23.08.2017. Federation
pointed out that there is problem on NR, NCR, NFR and SWR which needs to be
looked into and CRIS advised.

(Finalised)

PED/Safety

56/2016:  Award to Railway Staff for Accident-free service – Implementation
of extant instructions-reg.

It was decided to reiterate that in Station Master category all those people who are
performing train passing duty will be eligible for Accident Free Service Award.

3/2017:  Accident Free Service Award to Signal Department staff - reg.

Federation requested for a separate meeting with CRB.

EDF(X)I

39/2012:  Enhancement of Income Tax exemption limit in case of Running
Staff reckoning of Running Allowance as pay for the purpose of deduction of
Income Tax.

Matter will be further pursued with CBDT(MoF). Federation requested EDF(X)I
to personally discuss with CBDT.

EDE(RRB)

28/2017:  Hon’ble Court’s decision – Proposed termination of services of RRB
recruited Ticket Checking staff – Western Railway.

The matter is sub-judice.
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\
EDPC-II

23/2011: Grade Pay of staff in the Inspection wing of Production Control
Organizations

Federation cited the case of SR where PCO Supervisors belong to cadre and are
not ex-cadre/deputed from elsewhere.  This will be checked up and discussed
further.

21/2012:  Implementation of VIth CPC Pay Structure – Merger of pre-revised
Pay Scales w.e.f. 01.01.2006 – Promotion of staff to the same Grade Pay of
Rs.1800/- A.C. Coach Attendant’s category.

&
1/2014:  Fixation of pay under rule 13 to those promoted to identical pay
band/grade pay shouldering higher responsibilities.

&
32/2015:  Grant of pay fixation under rule S 13 to the erstwhile Group ‘D’
staff promoted to same grade pay of 1800/- (PB-I).

Copies of response received from zonal Railways will be shared with the
Federation.

28/2012:  Grant of upgradation to P.Way Supervisors in the Pay Scale of
Rs.5000-8000/-(pre-revised) w.e.f. 01.11.2003.

While discussing this issue in the last PNM meeting, Federation desired that Board
should await for final outcome of the Court case.  Accordingly, final outcome of
the Court case (SLP No. 25769 of 2014 before the Hon’ble Supreme Court) is
awaited.

4/2014:  Restructuring of certain Group ‘C’ cadres – promotion benefit to the
staff against vacancies existed as on 1.11.2013.

The Federation will respond to the facts provided by the Official Side.

16/2014:  Upgradation of the posts of Rs.6500-10500/Vth CPC to Rs.7450-
11500 (Vth CPC) with appropriate pay fixation and merger of the same for
placement in GP 4600/- (PB-2)-Implementation of Government’s decision.

Discussed.  As the matter is sub-judice in several cases involving different
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Ministries, it was decided to close it in this forum.
(Finalised)

1/2015:  Career Progression of Track Maintainers in Railways –
implementation of the report of the Joint Committee – reg.

As agreed to, the proposal is under process.

58/2015:  Restructuring of Group ’C’ Cadres – Western Railway-reg.

Federation stated that the senior staff who were empanelled before 01.11.2013
should be given restructuring benefit from 01.11.2013. It was agreed to look into.

EDE(GC)

35/2004:  Inadequate promotion opportunities for Technical Supervisors in
railway printing presses

Meeting with DG(Stores) to be fixed soon.

14/2011:  Avenue of Promotion for Junior Lecturers to the posts of Lecturers
in Railway Degree College, Secunderabad

A committee of EDs are finalizing their recommendations regarding providing
avenue of promotion to Lecturers at Degree College.

59/2016: Selection of Group ‘C’ staff to Group ‘B’ Gazetted in the Electrical
Department on Metro Railway, Kolkata-reg.

Discussed. Copy of instructions will be given to the Federation.
(Finalised)

****
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